We present an experimental method to engineer polarization-momentum hyperentangled two-photon states, using linear optics and a single type-I nonlinear crystal. These states have been completely characterized and their nonlocal behavior has been verified by an "all versus nothing" test of local realism, which represents a generalization of the Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger ͑GHZ͒ to the case of two entangled particles and two observers. The manipulation of these states may represent a useful control in quantum state engineering and Bell state measurements and, more in general, in quantum information applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Entanglement represents the key resource for quantum information ͑QI͒. It combines three basic structural elements of quantum theory: the superposition principle, the quantum nonseparability property, and the exponential scaling of the state space with the number of partitions. This unique resource, associated with peculiar nonclassical correlations among separated quantum systems, can be used to perform computational and cryptographic tasks that are impossible for classical systems ͓1-3͔. Quantum optics has represented an excellent experimental test benchmark for various novel concepts introduced within QI theory, such as quantum dense coding ͓4͔, teleportation ͓5,6͔, and entanglement swapping ͓7͔. By the spontaneous parametric down conversion ͑SPDC͒ process pairs of correlated photons are generated by shining a nonlinear ͑NL͒ optical crystal by a pump laser beam ͓8͔. Entangled pure or ͑controllable͒ mixed states are generated in this way and photon qubits can be encoded in polarization or energy or momentum directions. Concerning polarization entanglement, the bipartite 2 ϫ 2 Hilbert space is spanned by the four Bell states
expressed in the horizontal ͑H͒ and vertical ͑V͒ polarization basis. On the practical side, single photons or photon pairs are ideal carriers of information for quantum communication since they can be distributed over long distances in free space and in low-loss optical fibers. Photon states can be easily and accurately manipulated using linear and nonlinear optical devices and can be efficiently measured by means of single-photon detectors. An intrinsic limit of SPDC is that no more than one photon pair is created time by time within each microscopic annihilation-creation process. This can represent a severe limitation for some fundamental processes and QI applications where it is requested to operate with multipartite entanglement in a larger dimension Hilbert space ͓9͔. This can be achieved by adopting nonlinear optical techniques, such as the high gain parametric amplification, which allows us to entangle a large number of photons at the same time ͑multi-particle entanglement͒ ͓10͔ or by preparing two photons entangled in more than one degree of freedom and creating in this way a so-called hyperentangled state ͓11͔. Other proposals aimed to increase the available Hilbert space concern the generation of d-level quantum systems ͑qudits͒ ͓12͔.
Hyperentangled states, spanning the 4 ϫ 4 Hilbert space, permit us to operate with four qubits by using only two photons. It makes possible tasks which cannot be achieved with 2 ϫ 2 entangled photon pairs, by using standard linear optics ͓13͔. Among the others, the complete discrimination of the four orthogonal Bell states of Eq. ͑1͒ can be performed ͓11͔. A further advantage of operating in a larger dimension Hilbert space deals with novel fundamental tests of quantum mechanics that exhibit a larger deviation from local realism and are more robust against noise ͓14͔.
The present work mainly concerns the controllable production, characterization, and utilization of two photon states, simultaneously entangled in polarization ͑͒ and linear momentum ͑k͒, which are generated by a single SPDC source of entanglement ͓15͔, with peculiar characteristics of flexibility in terms of state generation.
The work is organized as follows. In Sec. II, after a description of the source of hyperentanglement, we discuss the way to generate momentum entanglement and its characterization by quantum interferometry and Bell-Clauser-HorneShimony-Holt ͑CHSH͒ nonlocality tests. In Sec. III, a particular entanglement interferometry effect based on a delayed correlation technique. Section IV concerns the generation of hyperentanglement and the corresponding nonlocality tests performed in the degree of freedom of polarization and momentum. While Sec. V presents the results of an all-versusnothing test of quantum nonlocality, recently obtained with hyperentangled states ͓16͔, the foreseeable perspectives of this method to generate hyperentangled states are outlined in Sec. VI.
II. MOMENTUM ENTANGLED STATES
The source adopted to generate photon pairs entangled in polarization and momentum is sketched in Fig. 1 . As far as polarization entanglement is concerned, a detailed description has been extensively given elsewhere ͓15͔. In summary, the source consists of a high phase stability single arm interferometer in which the polarization entangled state ͉⌽͘ = ͑1/ ͱ 2͉͒͑H͉͘H͘ + e i ͉V͉͘H͒͘ arises from the superposition of the degenerate parametric emission cones at wavelength of a 0.5 mm thick type-I ␤-BaB 2 O 4 ͑BBO͒ crystal, excited in two opposite directions, by a V-polarized laser beam at wavelength p = / 2. Basic elements of the source, shown in the figure, are ͑i͒ a spherical mirror M, which reflects the pump beam and the parametric radiation at wavelength ͑wl͒ . ͑ii͒ A zero-order / 4 waveplate ͑wp͒, placed within the M-BBO path, which performs the ͉H͉͘H͘ → ͉V͉͘V͘ transformation on the two-photon state belonging to the left emission cone ͑Fig. 1͒. ͑iii͒ A positive lens ͑L͒, which transforms the conical parametric emission of the crystal into a cylindrical one, whose transverse circular section identifies the so-called "entanglement-ring" ͑e-r͒. The insertion of a zero-order /2 wp in one of the output detection arms allows us to locally transform the state ͉⌽͘ in the state ͉⌿͘ = ͑1/ ͱ 2͉͒͑H͉͘V͘ + e i ͉V͉͘H͒͘ ͓HW * , Fig. 2͑a͔͒ . In this way, the overall radiation is expressed by the states ͉⌿ ± ͘ and ͉⌽ ± ͘ of Eq. ͑1͒, with phase ͑0 ഛ ഛ ͒ easily controlled with high by micrometric displacements of the spherical mirror. Entangled states, either pure or controllable mixed states, have been created in a flexible way by this source ͓17,18͔. Moreover, the nonlocal character of the polarization entangled state generated by this source has been extensively demonstrated ͓19͔.
In a type-I crystal, the correlated k directions belonging to the emission cone are intrinsically entangled. Hence, a twophoton momentum entangled state can be realized by selecting two pairs of symmetric modes, a 1 -b 2 and a 2 -b 1 , and analyzed by a beam splitter ͑BS͒ ͓20͔. In our system, a four hole screen is aligned after the lens L in order to intercept the e-r ͑cf. Fig. 1͒ ͓21͔. The straight lines connecting, on the screen, the holes leaving through the correlated pairs intercross at an angle ␣ = 18°. Because in SPDC process, the phase of the pump is transferred to any event allowed by phase and energy matching, the phase relation between the two pairs is = 0, regardless the value of ␣. It can be easily set by suitable tilting of a thin glass plate ͑thickness ␦ Ӎ 200 m, refraction index n = 1.52͒ intercepting mode b 2 . When performing tests of Bell's inequality on momentum entanglement, a second glass plate is inserted on mode a 2 . In this case, the state phase is given by the sum of the two contributions = a + b . For either one of the two SPDC cones, the momentum entangled Bell state
is generated. The radiation belonging to the modes a 1 -b 1 and a 2 -b 2 is divided along a vertical axis by a prismlike two-mirror system and then recombined onto a symmetric BS by the interferometric apparatus of Fig. 2͑a͒ . Figure 2͑b͒ shows how modes a 1 and b 1 are spatially combined with modes a 2 and b 2 onto the BS. The four hole screen is mounted on a rotation stage in order to optimize the superposition. A trombone mirror assembly mounted on a motorized translation stage allows the fine adjustment of the path delay ⌬x between the two mode sets. Signals belonging to the output modes, a 1 Ј, b 1 Ј and a 2 Ј, b 2 Ј, are focused on four avalanche single-photon de- 
ence filters, with bandwidth ⌬ = 6 nm, determine the coherence time of the emitted photons: coh Ϸ 150 fsec. Twophoton coincidences,
, are registered for either one of the following mode combinations:
It is worth noting that, because of its particular configuration, which guarantees the mode matching of the two sets a 1 -a 2 and b 1 -b 2 over the same BS through a common path delay adjustment, the interferometric apparatus described above is insensitive to any fluctuation of the relative phase .
We characterized momentum entanglement by measuring the coincidences rate C͑a 1 Ј, b 1 Ј͒ as a function of ⌬x. The experimental results in Fig. 3 , obtained by gradually varying the phase = a between 0 and , demonstrate the tripletsinglet transition, =0 = of the momentum entangled state. The expected coincidence count rate varies with as
where the sign ͑ϩ͒ holds for the combinations
, and the sign ͑Ϫ͒ has to be taken for
The interference patterns shown in Fig. 4 , obtained for ⌬x = 0, by varying in the range /4−͑4/3͒, with visibility,
, confirm the behavior predicted by Eq. ͑3͒. The small phase shift observed between the crossed-path fringe patterns,
corresponds to an additional phase, ⌬ = 0.02, acquired by the reflected fields. The entangled state ͉͘ was also adopted to test the violation of a Bell inequality ͓23͔ by using the apparatus of Fig.  2͑a͒ set at ⌬x = 0. We measured the parameter S k , which is expressed as
where
͑5͒
Two-photon coincidences were measured by using the phase setting a =0, a * = / 2 and b = /4, b * = ͑3/4͒. The experimental value S k = 2.6134± 0.0036, measured by integrating the data over 180 sec, corresponds to a violation as large as 170 standard deviations above the limit value S k = 2 implied by local realistic theories.
III. ENTANGLED NONLOCAL INTERFEROMETRY
Let us make some general comments on the results presented in Fig. 4 , which demonstrate the effect of a continuous phase variation on the momentum entangled state. Some more considerations are necessary in order to enlighten the origin of the fringes. In the condition in which no glass plate is inserted on modes a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , b 2 , the coincidence count rate C͑a 1 Ј, b 2 Ј͒ corresponds to transmission and reflection of the correlated modes a 1 -b 2 and a 2 -b 1 , respectively. In these conditions, quantum indistinguishability arises from the mode matching of the respective probability amplitudes on the BS, ⌬x =0 ͓Fig. 5͑a͔͒. Similar considerations are valid for the
When a glass plate with optical delay = n␦ / c Ͼ coh is inserted on mode b 2 , the original temporal matching cannot be restored since the delay between the photon wave packets belonging to modes a 1 and b 1 is not compensated by the apparatus ͓Fig. 5͑b͔͒. At a first insight, any interference effect should be washed out in these conditions. Nevertheless, the results of Fig. 4 demonstrate that quantum interference is restored for a new value of ⌬x =−c / 2, which partially compensates the delay between modes a 2 and b 1 . In these conditions, the same path delay ⌬x has been added between modes a 1 and b 2 ͓Fig. 5͑c͔͒. By the new setting, the probability amplitude of a photon emerging on mode b 2 Ј is delayed of the same amount with respect to that of a photon emerging on mode a 1 Ј, regardless of the pair of holes which the photons have passed through. For instance, one is not allowed to distinguish whether the two photons were traveling over modes a 1 and b 2 , being reflected by BS, or emerging from modes a 2 and b 1 after transmission ͓Fig. 2͑c͔͒.
The same significant role of the entangled state in the superposition effect is found when the interference pattern of a polarization entangled state generated by a type-II NL crystal is investigated ͓22͔.
In general, the achievement of the interference condition does not imply the time superposition of the photon wave packets on the BS. Note, however, that in this case, quantum interference arises from the superposition of the probability amplitudes corresponding to two different photon pair generations with relative time delay / 2. Hence, the overall process consists of the overlapping of two analogous, but independent, interference processes having the same probability. It is worth noting that the two processes are indistinguishable if Ͻ p , where p corresponds to the coherence time of the pump laser. This condition is largely satisfied in the case of our experiment, where p ജ 200 psec.
The above arguments lead us to make some more considerations about the decoherence induced by the insertion of the glass plate on mode b 1 . The revival of quantum interference observed in the present experiment demonstrates the peculiar character of the induced decoherence. Similar to the photon echo effect observed for an atomic system with collisionless inhomogeneous broadening, the disappearance of quantum interference is in our case fully reversible ͓24͔. We could observe a similar effect in the case of generation of polarization entangled mixed states by the same source ͓17,18͔.
In order to more deeply analyze this phenomenon, we may consider the overall apparatus shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ as the combination of two distinct, albeit interdependent, singlephoton Mach-Zehnder interferometers ͑IFs͒. By referring to the optical setup of Fig. 2͑a͒ , they correspond respectively to the Alice ͑modes a 1 -a 2 ͒ and Bob sites ͑modes b 1 -b 2 ͒. Like in any standard IF, any phase change modifies the interference conditions but, differently from a standard IF, where the phase change is obtained by acting on the mutual optical delay between the two arms, in the present case, the phase coincides with that of the entangled state ͉͘ and is common to both IFs. Because of these considerations, the apparatus of 
IV. POLARIZATION-MOMENTUM HYPERENTANGLED STATES
The hyperentangled state realized in the present experiment by simultaneously entangling two photons in polarization and momentum, is expressed as
͑6͒
The relevant cases ͉⌶ ±± ͘ = ͉⌿ ± ͘ ͉ ± ͘ correspond to the phase values =0, for ͉⌿ ± ͘ and =0, for ͉ ± ͘. We can express ͉⌶͘ in terms of the creation operators of the electromagnetic field applied to the vacuum state
with a j † and b j † representing the operators associated to modes a j , b j ͑j =1,2͒ with polarization ͑ = H , V͒.
By applying the BS input-output relations ͓26͔, it is easy to express ͉⌶͘ as a function of the operators associated to the BS output modes a j 
The expected number of coincidences at the BS output ports is given by the following expression:
where ͑ϩ͒ sign has to be taken for = H and = V and ͑Ϫ͒ sign holds for = V and = H. It comes out that C͑a i Ј, b j Ј͒ vanishes in the cases ͉⌶ ++ ͘ , ͉⌶ −− ͘, while it is maximized for ͉⌶ +− ͘ , ͉⌶ −+ ͘ at ⌬x = 0. This behavior can be understood in terms of the symmetric or antisymmetric character of the states ͉⌶ ±± ͘. Nevertheless, this phenomenon does not originate from bosonic coalescence of the photons, as in standard Ou-Mandel effect ͓26͔. Note that, for the hyperentangled states ͉⌸͘ = ͉⌽ ± ͘ ͉ ± ͘, no peak-dip transition is expected for varying from 0 to , since the states ͉⌽ ± ͘ are symmetric, regardless the value of the phase .
Manipulation of the state ͉⌶͘ was performed by varying independently and . In particular, the experimental results of Figs. 6͑a͒ and 6͑b͒ show the characteristic quantum interference patterns obtained by measuring C͑a 1 Ј, b 1 Ј͒ as a function of ⌬x. The transition from the symmetric ͉͑⌶ ++ ͒͘ to the antisymmetric ͉͑⌶ +− ͒͘ state condition upon change of the phase is shown with a resonance "visibility" Ϸ0.90 ͓Fig. 6͑a͔͒. In the same way, by setting = 0, we observe a peak for = 0 or a dip for = ͓Fig. 6͑b͔͒. Similar results were obtained for the other photon pair coincidences C͑a 1 Ј, b 2 Ј͒, C͑a 2 Ј, b 1 Ј͒, C͑a 2 Ј, b 2 Ј͒, measured, by varying either or .
By measuring the coincidence rate C͑a 1 Ј, b 1 Ј͒ in the path delay condition ⌬x = 0, we could measure the interference fringes on the diagonal basis of the polarization shown in Fig. 7͑a͒ . In this case, a / 2 wp was kept fixed at /8 on mode a 1 , while the polarization on mode b 1 was tuned by an other / 2 wp. Finally, the experimental results given in Fig.   7͑b͒ correspond to the interference behavior of C͑a 1 Ј, b 1 Ј͒ obtained as a function of the momentum phase for = 0. The high value of interference visibility reported demonstrates the quality of entanglement in the two degrees of freedom.
V. NONLOCALITY TEST WITH HYPERENTANGLED STATES
The nonlocal character of the hyperentangled state ͉⌶͘ was first verified by performing two separate Bell-CHSH tests on momentum and polarization. By averaging over 180 sec, we could measure in the first case S k = 2.3332± 0.0033, which corresponds to a violation of local realism by 102 standard deviations. In the second experiment, concerning polarization correlation, we obtained S = 2.4525± 0.0034 by lasting the same average time. The corresponding violation is equal to 130 standard deviations with respect to the limit value S = 2 implied by local realistic theories.
The above results only indirectly demonstrate the nonlocal character of the state ͉⌶͘, since the measurements involve only one degree of freedom each time. We can exploit the hyperentangled state as a whole ͑4 ϫ 4͒ system for a nonlocality test which represents a generalization of the Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger ͑GHZ͒ argument to the case of two observers ͓9,27͔. This purely logical proof is based on the impossibility to attribute a fixed value to single particle observables, without incurring inconsistent predictions. Nevertheless, an inequality is necessary as a quantitative test, since the exact correlations needed for the proof are never observed in a real experiment because of unavoidable imperfections. The test exploits the fact that the hyperentangled state 
In the above expression, the following Pauli operators have been introduced:
͑13͒
By properly combining the above predictions, we can estimate the expectation value of the operator
͑14͒
It is found ͗O͘ =9 ͓9͔ and a proper limit imposed by local realism for ͗O͘ needs to be found. Indeed, the examined system is not equivalent to a four particle state located in four spatially separated sites, since polarization and momentum are carried by the same photon. Thus, the hidden variable model has to describe the presence of local ͑-k͒ correlations. This represents a relevant difference from the standard four particle GHZ proof, where one is allowed to consider each particle as completely separated from the other three ones. On the contrary, the present nonlocality test involves two observers dealing with a four level system. On the basis of these remarks, the following limit is found:
The evaluation of ͗O͘ is given by the measurement of the nine operators appearing in Eq. ͑14͒. The violation can be observed if the minimum value of entanglement visibility is 7/9 ͓9͔. The measured visibilities of polarization and momentum entanglement obtained by our system ͑Figs. 6 and 7͒ are suitable on this purpose. The experimental apparatuses implemented to observe violation are sketched in Figs. 8͑a͒ and 8͑b͒. In the present experiment, Alice and Bob perform the measurements by the upper ͑D a Ј 1 − D a Ј 2 ͒ and lower ͑D b Ј 1 -D b Ј 2 ͒ detectors, respectively. By referring to the optical setup of Fig. 8͑a͒ , the modes a 1 -a 2 and b 1 -b 2 are sent directly to the Alice and Bob sites for the measurement of the operators z 1 z 2 , z 1 Јz 2 Ј, and z 1 z 1 Јz 2 z 2 Ј. In this way, the momentum is analyzed in the natural basis and, at the same time, the signal polarization is analyzed in the H-V by a /2 wp ͑HW͒ and a polarizing beam splitter ͑PBS͒ before each detector.
We could evaluate the expectation values z 1 z 2 , z 1 Јz 2 Ј, and z 1 z 1 Јz 2 z 2 Ј as follows:
The operators x 1 x 2 and x 1 z 1 Јx 2 z 2 Ј could be evaluated by the same apparatus, by analyzing the polarization in the D-D * basis, with D =2 −1/2 ͑H + V͒ and D * =2 −1/2 ͑H − V͒ and using similar formulas to the ones given in Eq. ͑15͒ Figure 8͑b͒ shows the optical setup used for the measure- Fig. 8͒ . In this measurement, Alice's and Bob's detectors,
The whole experiment has been carried out by a sequence of measurements each one lasting an average time of 30 sec. The results corresponding to the measurement of the nine terms of O are summarized in the histogram shown in Fig. 9 . The experimental value of ͗O͘, obtained after summation of the whole set of the measured values is ͗O͘ = 8.114± 0.011. It corresponds to a violation of the inequality by 101 standard deviations, demonstrating in this way a large contradiction with local realism. The experiment described above gives a strong evidence of the nonlocal character of the hyperentangled state. However, it requires supplementary assumptions with respect to those assumed in the original proposal, where one should deal with the values of z 1 , z 1 Ј, and z 1 z 1 Ј, namely v͑z 1 ͒ , v͑z 1 Ј͒, and v͑z 1 z 1 Ј͒, as three unrelated elements of reality ͓9͔. In our experiment the same apparatus of Fig.   8͑a͒ is used for measuring either the product v͑z 1 ͒v͑z 1 Ј͒ or the value v͑z 1 z 1 Ј͒, implicitly assuming that v͑z 1 z 1 Ј͒ = v͑z 1 ͒v͑z 1 Ј͒.
The same argument holds for the measurement of the operators: x 1 , x 1 Ј, and x 1 x 1 Ј, z 2 , x 2 Ј, and z 2 x 2 Ј, x 2 , z 2 Ј, and x 2 z 2 Ј ͓28͔.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a parametric source of ͑-k͒ hyperentangled photon states given by Eq. ͑6͒. These states are given by the typical momentum-spin correlation arising in any SPDC process. By this device, besides polarization entanglement, realized by means of a high stability interferometric scheme ͓15͔, it is possible to adopt the intrinsical, stable entanglement of the whole set of k modes belonging to the emission cone of a type-I NL crystal ͓11͔. The   FIG. 8 Јx 1 x 1 Ј·z 2 x 2 Јx 2 z 2 Ј entanglement behavior and the nonlocal character of the ͑-k͒ two-photon state have been deeply investigated. In particular, an all-versus-nothing test of nonlocality conceived for two observers was performed ͓16͔.
The high entanglement visibilities obtained by this device may open interesting perspectives for possible applications of hyperentangled states in quantum information. Indeed, these states allow to discriminate among the entire set of Bell states, either encoded in polarization or momentum qubits. In particular, hyperentangled states can be employed in an experimental scheme in which a PBS acts as a controlled-NOT gate. There polarization acts as the control qubit and momentum as the target qubit ͓20͔. The same optical scheme could also be employed to realize an entanglement purification technique, in which polarization entanglement is concentrated by exploiting the correlation within momentum state ͓29͔. Another perspective is given by the adoption of the k momentum entanglement existing in the conical emission of the NL crystal to realize high dimensional entangled systems by using the spatial degree of freedom. Besides polarization and linear momentum, photon pairs simultaneously entangled in three degrees of freedom may be produced by this source. This could be done by including energy-time entanglement, which is implicitly present in any SPDC process ͓30͔. More in general, the high phase -stability of the ͑-k͒ entanglement achieved by this source allows to conceive new schemes of joint entanglement over the two vector degrees of freedom for the realization of quantum cryptographic schemes ͓12,31͔. For this purpose, an upgraded version of this system implies the coupling of the four modes a 1 , b 2 , a 2 , b 1 to single mode optical fibers.
